HOLOMORPHICITY OF A CLASS OF SEMIGROUPS
OF MEASURES OPERATING ON L"(G/H) TOMASZ PRZEB1NDA
Abstract.
In the present paper we consider the class of stable semigroups of measures on a Lie group G This class contains the Gaussian semigroups. We prove that under certain strongly continuous representations of G acting in L'\G/H). I < p < x. these semigroups are holomorphic and uniformly bounded Introduction. For a fixed Lie group G. let (S) denote the smallest family of semigroups of measures in G that contains all Gaussian semigroups (i.e.. those semigroups whose infinitesimal generators are sub-Laplacians) and is closed with respect to taking sums of generators and subordination. Hulanicki [2] has posed the problem of determining if semigroups in (S) are holomorphic. It is known that Gaussian semigroups are holomorphic [5] , but beyond this, additional assumptions are needed. For example, if G is a class two nilpotent group, any semigroup in (5) with L2 densities is holomorphic [3] . In this paper we consider semigroups in the image of (S) under strongly continuous representations of G, and show that, for a certain class of representations, these semigroups are holomorphic.
Preliminaries. We identify the Lie algebra of G, fl, with left-invariant differential operators by setting Xf(x) = j[f(cxp,X)\l = ú.
For fixed basis {A,.A,,} of n and multi-index z = (z,.2") we set |z|=z, + • • • +2" and A7=Ap •••*;»/.
We denote by C0(G) the space of continuous real-valued functions on G that vanish at infinity, and for a positive integer k we set We identify C()(G)* with M(G). the space of bounded, regular Borel measures on G. M(G) is a Banach *-algebra with respect to convolution p * ;\ defined by <p *v.F)= f f F(xy)dp(x)dv(y), and involution p*. defined by (p*.£>= f£(A-')dp(.v).
We let P(G) denote the subalgebra of nonnegative measures with norm < 1. GL'(G).
Proof. The proof is by induction on the smallest integer k such that dissipative distribution D corresponding to {p,},J() is in Sk(ç\). If k = 0 then dim(a) = 1 and the theorem follows from well-known facts about the Gaussian semigroup on R or T. For example, on R we take 8 -tr/2, p -1 and for z E Í2S. n G Zf . we have w"(2) = <0|(z) = (4irz)l/2e" /4s dx. where d.v is Lebesgue measure on R. We assume the theorem for/ < 2k + l and let D E S2k. ,(ti). There is a £>, G 52A(fl) and a 0 < « < I so that p, = f,(u) where {v,}, ." is generated by £>,. Now, the hull of D^ is fl, and hence, by induction there exist, 0,, p, and {w¡,|n G (Z ' I''1} satisfying the conditions of the theorem. We let 0 = a6x, p -p,. and for ; e S,, n G (Z+ K, we define and r2(«n(z)) are compact operators. By [6] , their spectra coincide, and hence also their norms. Thus Iir/'(wn(2))ll =£ 1. Therefore, {Yp(un) | n G (Z,,)''} is a family of holomorphic functions on $le that is uniformly bounded and convergent on R+ . Thus, by Vitali's theorem. is referred to [2] .
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